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to spread over. It is black aU right, but I would think that probably the

figure ...end of 0 9
0 10

Well, then, what is your next problem. That's interesting. Mr. A., v.3.

WA: Before him the fire devours, and after him the flames burn ...l...the

land is like the Garden of Eden, but after him neither is there

deliverance

AM Is not, that's perfect, has not been. Deliverance has come.

WA: ......

AM Yes, I would think that would probably be better here. It could

be its a perfect that certainly there can't be any deliverance, there won't

be any de].1verance, but they seem to pf just imaine that they have not

deliverance. Any question Mr. H. or do you wa!t to read k?

SH: No, there's an imperfect here 2kwhy do you have an im-

i*Jfect there, and what would be the best way to translate it? ....2 3/k...

AM It is a frequentative there, it is what occurs.

SH:....either a participle or

AAM: Well, what jkind of a participle would it be?................................

...............that's astrange thing tohave aperfect here,

and then to have an imperfect, and to have them both mean the same thing.

AM Well, before him a fire has burned, and after him a flame keeps on

burning. Peculiar phrase. Before him and after him. On all sides of him.

Before him a fire has burned, after him a flame keeps o n burning. May before

these there have been the previous ones like a fire, the waves, before them

a fire has burned, and after him another fire will keep on burning. A series

of waves. It is a possibility kfltLeast. Like the Garden of Eden was the land

before him. And after him a desolate wilderness, and there is no escape,

there has been no esoppe in relation to him. Wherever they have gone, where

ever the various waves have come, one after another, there has just been no

escape. Well, let's look at the next verse then.

SH: As the occurrence of forces is disappearing, and ....6........
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